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The Middle East, like many times before, faces a number of security crises. First, the Arab Spring, rather

than bring liberal democracy to the Arab states it has affected, has brought Islamist groups to power.

While this poses a number of challenges in terms of counterterrorism and non-proliferation, the threat

posed by a nuclear-armed comprises an infinitely larger threat to American, Western, and democratic

interests on a global scale. As the United States, its European allies, and Gulf Arab monarchies all share

a common threat in a nuclear-armed theocratic Iran, the Iranian threat increases, as does the difficult

decision of whether or not to conduct air strikes to neutralize Iranian nuclear facilities. Since a large-

scale ground invasion and air strikes are both currently on hold, covert operations against Iranian

nuclear facilities and the Iranian regime present significantly cheaper and more feasible options in terms

of retarding Iranian weapons development. Israel holds Iran as a greater threat to its security than any

other country in question, as a nuclear Iran not only threatens Israeli security but its very existence.

While Israel’s advanced and formidable air force can take a significant toll on Iranian instillations, Israel

has covert options available using its intelligence service. Mossad, Israel’s spy agency; is arguably the

most effective in the world and holds enough capability to operate inside of Iran. What follows is the

first part of a two-part piece on the Mossad. This first installment will cover the background and

character of the Mossad, and analyze why the organization is so effective in operating in hostile

environments and neutralizing Israel’s enemies. The second installment will focus exclusively on the

Iranian nuclear threat and how Mossad can be used to counter it.

Many analysts and academics arguably regard Israel’s Mossad as the most effective intelligence
service on earth. Mossad’s operations have succeeded in a plethora of operational environments and
its operational portfolio displays a wide range activities. However, in order to understand how and why
the Mossad is capable of countering the Iranian threat to Israeli security, one must first understand how
the Mossad gained the characteristics that make them so effective. As any defense agency serves as an
extension of the country it protects, the Mossad demonstrates the same strengths that have allowed
Israel to survive in what is arguably the most hostile geopolitical environment facing any nation in
history. The organizational personality of the Mossad reflects that of Israel itself, and it is in the history
of founding of the State of Israel that one must first look to understand Mossad’s organizational nature.

Pre-State Foundations
Jewish immigration to what now comprises the State of Israel began at the turn of the last century.
However, the foundations of Israel’s defense apparatus began during Arab revolts against British
Mandate rule in Palestine in the 1930s. The Jewish Agency, the basis of what became the Israeli
government, realizing a need for an active defense for Jews formed an organization called the Haganah,
meaning “defense” in Hebrew. From its founding in the early 1930s, the Haganah immediately
established the rudiments for both a modern military as well as the basis for a professional espionage
service. For instance, from its founding, the Haganah’s leadership started officer training programs, as
well as smuggling operations to bring weapons into Palestine. At the time, the Haganah had to operate
covertly under the British mandate. Forced into covert activities from the outset, the Haganah covertly
executed all of its operations. This covert nature would later come to define a number of Israeli military
and intelligence successes.1

1
Sachar, Howard M. A History of Israel. Alfred Knopf, New York, 1979, 213.
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In addition to hostile operational and political environments that helped form the Haganah’s
organizational personality, a number of its early leaders and officers brought with them a unique
familiarity with both intelligence collection and covert action. The Haganah’s first field commander,
Yitzhak Sadeh, had served with the Red Army in Russia during WWI. Upon arriving as the Haganah’s first
top commander, Sadeh brought with him knowledge of intelligence operations as well as expertise in
ambushes, irregular warfare and an emphasis on tactical mobility.2 From his arrival to the Haganah,
Sadeh began instructing his officers in these same disciplines.

In 1936, due to political pressure from sympathetic parties in London, the British Mandate
government allowed for the official creation of a 3000 man armed guard for the protection of Jews.
These armed guards, holding parallel membership in the Haganah, came under the command of a British
intelligence officer named Captain Orde Wingate. Having previously served in Sudan, Wingate enjoyed
fluency in Arabic as well as an extensive knowledge in irregular warfare. Once in command of this
pseudo-official Haganah force, Wingate began instilling his knowledge in both of these areas.

Under Wingate’s command, the Haganah began adopting tactics that would later become
valuable to both Israel’s military and intelligence services. For instance, Wingate led the Haganah on
night raids into both Syria and Lebanon where they inflicted heavy casualties on Fascist-aligned Arab
rebels.3 These night raids had a twofold psychological effect for both Arabs and Jews alike. For the first
time since the Bar Kochba revolt against the Romans, Jews now displayed a growing self-confidence in
their own capabilities. These night raids under Wingate did not last, however. Under advice from the
British Central Intelligence Directorate (CID) in Palestine, London recalled Wingate to Britain citing his
pro-Jewish views as a security risk. Despite this setback, Wingate left a lasting impression on Israeli
covert action. Even today, Israeli Special Forces candidates must pass physical tests conducted at the
Wingate Institute outside of Tel Aviv where the facility bearing his name holds recruits to the same
exacting standards Wingate held his men to in the 1930s.

At the outset of WWII Jewish interests in Palestine aligned with those of Great Britain. During
this period, with support from British CID, the Haganah expanded its capabilities when it trained and
equipped Jews in Palestine for a resistance to any potential Nazi invasion. With the specter of Germany
invading Palestine with Arab support from Vichy-controlled Lebanon and Syria, the Jews prepared
themselves for a prolonged irregular war.4

With Yitzhak Sadeh again in command, the Haganah began training and using Arabic and French-
speaking Jews for massive intelligence gathering in surrounding areas where the Nazis enjoyed
sympathy with the Arab populations. With an operational staff of around 1000 Jews, Sadeh became the
Haganah’s first spy chief. Working closely with British CID and MI6, massive intelligence networks began
feeding information on Axis movements back to the Haganah and London. In addition to collection
efforts, a covert Haganah force of 21,000 came into being complete with modest naval and air
capabilities.5

Some of Israel’s greatest figures took part in these Haganah operations. Moshe Dayan served as
a Haganah unit commander during this period. Similarly, Yigael Yadin gained intelligence expertise with
the Haganah as he headed collection efforts in anticipation of the Arab invasion in 1948. It should be
noted here, that the foundation for Israel’s citizen military came from Yigael Yadin while on vacation in
Switzerland. Noting the Swiss model for training and mobilization, Yadin brought this model back to

2
Ibid, 214.

3
Ibid, 215.

4
Sachar, 234.

5
Ibid, 235-236.
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Palestine and combined it with a command structure based on the British Army.6 While these events
took place before the formation of the Israeli Defense Force or the Mossad, this period demonstrates
how some of Mossad’s strengths came into being.

The first of Mossad’s strengths comes from its relationship with both the population and the
Israeli government. During this formative period, the Jewish population, the Haganah, and the Jewish
Agency exhibited an extremely close relationship that formed a uniquely durable center of gravity for
Israeli capabilities. Second, during this period the majority of Jewish defense activities had a clandestine
or covert nature. All of the emphasis on irregular warfare and intelligence became instilled in Israeli
institutional memory during this period. Last, the Haganah, later to become the IDF with a contingent
becoming the Mossad in 1951, drew from a number of capable officers and leaders from different
backgrounds. The Haganah had the luxury of enjoying the knowledge of a scope of veterans ranging
from the Red Army to British intelligence officers, to American veterans of WWII, to those who fought
with the French Foreign Legion and the French resistance against the Nazis. This eclectic knowledge
base allowed for an incredible organizational groundwork that would prove valuable after Israel’s war
for independence and the creation of the Mossad.

Israel’s Intelligence Apparatus
Knowing that Israel’s existence remained tenuous after the 1948 war, David Ben-Gurion as Israel’s first
prime minister established five separate intelligence services for both domestic and international
operations. The service responsible for intelligence operations overseas modeled itself after Britain’s
MI6 and the French foreign intelligence service.7 Immediately after it’s founding, Israel’s foreign
intelligence wing established lasting connections with other major intelligence agencies of the time such
as the CIA, and European services. One lasting relationship came with Israel’s CIA liaison at the time,
James Jesus Angleton.

Despite foreign networking successes, Israel’s intelligence apparatus faced a number of
problems at home. Back in Israel, the Foreign Ministry and Defense Ministry constantly undermined
each other’s efforts in order to gain more control of the Israeli intelligence community. This infighting
led to a number of early intelligence failures, even to the point of the Israelis sabotaging their own
operations. One major source of contention derived from disputes over how to model Israel’s
intelligence agencies. In Tel Aviv, Israeli policymakers each came with their own bias based on their
respective backgrounds. Some desired a KGB-styled organization while others pressed for one modeled
on the French resistance during WWII while still others wanted to target the Catholic Church for aiding
the escape of Nazi war criminals.

Finally, on March 2, 1951, David Ben-Gurion called a meeting of all five Israeli intelligence
directors. At this meeting, Ben-Gurion mandated the establishment of the “Institute for Coordination”,
or Ha Mossad le Teum in Hebrew. Informally known as Mossad, the Institute for Coordination would
come under the jurisdiction of the Foreign Ministry.8 While separate from the other intelligence
agencies, Mossad would have representatives from the other agencies on its governing board. The
other agencies included Aman (Israel’s equivalent to the American Defense Intelligence Agency), air
force intelligence, naval intelligence, and Shin Bet. Shin Bet, Israel’s internal security service holds a
number of duties that combine those tasked to the FBI, Secret Service, and Homeland Security in the
United States. The Mossad would only answer to the Prime Minister, without any legislative oversight
from the Knesset.

6
Sachar, 317, 477.

7
Gordon Thomas, Gideon’s Spies. St. Martin’s Press 2005. (37).

8
Thomas, (38).
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The Mossad’s impressive organizational character began with its second director, Isser Harel in
1952. Unlike the other major intelligence agencies around the world, Harel set the tone for future
Mossad operations. Rather than modeling after the large-scale organizations found in the West or the
Soviet Bloc, Mossad’s staff never exceeded more than around 1500 personnel. Harel mandated that
every Mossad employee learn from each other and hold the capacity to operate in a number of
positions. Wanting everyone to be field-capable, Harel even demanded that Mossad scientists have
training as field officers. Also, unlike the larger intelligence agencies, Harel personally ran operations
around the world. Travelling under his own operational cover, Harel directed collection and counter-
intelligence operations inside hostile Arab states.9 Some of these operations included massive airlifts of
Middle Eastern Jews to Israel. This influx of Middle Eastern Jews, when combined with a multilingual
European Jewish population in Israel, allowed the Mossad to choose operatives from every linguistic
group on earth thus giving extra operational ability.

Operational Successes and Capabilities
Mossad’s third director, Meir Amit, brought Mossad’s capacity to a higher caliber than before through a
number of operational successes. Previous to Amit’s tenure as Mossad director, Mossad functioned as a
whole-source collector of intelligence. Under Amit, the work of the katsa (intelligence officer) and the
human intelligence, or humint, a katsa could collect, became Mossad’s operational emphasis. With Amit
as Mossad director, the Institute for Coordination conducted a number of operations for which it would
become famous. These operations included the stealing of a Russian MiG-21 from Iraq, the penetration
of every level of every Arab government, and the creation of the Loh Amma Psichologit (LAP), the
Mossad’s psychological warfare wing.10 One of Mossad’s most notable successes under Amit came with
the successful apprehension, trial, and execution of Adolf Eichmann. Another major operational success
under Amit, and one that altered Israel’s security for the better, included the appropriation of nuclear
technology and knowledge.

Along with operational successes, Meir Amit also solidified and perfected Mossad’s training
program for prospective officers. A candidate to become a katsa, after recruitment, had to undergo a
three-year training program. To put this in perspective, a CIA operations officer in training only
undergoes a year of intensive instruction. In order to become a katsa, candidates had to master
extensive tradecraft techniques such as surveillance detection, surreptitious entry, disguises, language
training, the use of covert weapons, training in hand-to-hand combat, and undergo harsh simulations of
physical torture and interrogation.11

Over time, Mossad faced and vanquished an impressive list of enemies. Some of the entities
Mossad faced include the most ruthless intelligence agencies and terrorist groups of the past century.
While many people are familiar with Mossad’s successes against Arab terrorist groups, few people
understand the scope of its counterterrorism abilities. For example, throughout the 1980s, the Mossad
instructed foreign military groups such as Britain’s SAS how to raid and assassinate IRA terrorists. During
the 1980s, Mossad katsas aided the SAS, MI5, and Spanish counterterrorist units track and eliminate
members of the IRA and the Basque ETA. These European agencies would later claim that operational
success against these terrorist groups would not have been possible without the active operational
involvement of Mossad intelligence officers.12

9
Ibid, (40).

10
Thomas, (47-55).

11
Ibid, (78).

12
Thomas, (114-115).
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Despite the small number of Mossad personnel, the Institute for Coordination has even
conducted flat out war with foreign intelligence agencies, and proven deadly in doing so. During the
second half of the Cold War, Mossad katsas defeated operations by Cuba’s notorious DGI, the KGB, and
China’s CSIS. In the second half of the Cold War, Cuba, Russia, and China all sought to foster relations
with African nationalist groups in Sub-Saharan Africa by providing money, weapons, and training to
guerilla groups. At one point, Mossad operations started a war between the rival Chinese and Russian
agencies operating in Africa and prevented thousands of weapons from entering rebel hands.13

Eventually, China’s CSIS and the Mossad came to direct blows against each other. Unlike the
gentleman’s game that dominated direct CIA and KGB interaction, the Mossad and CSIS drew heavy
casualties on one another in African operations. During the Cold War, China provided weapons to
groups hostile to Israel such as jihadist groups in the horn of Africa, and in the Arabian Peninsula. This
rebel funding and arming came in conjunction with Chinese efforts to overthrow pro-Western and pro-
Israel regimes inside Africa itself. Mossad’s successes against the CSIS included foiling coup attempts
against pro-American African governments, the destruction of Chinese intelligence networks in Kenya,
the overthrows of pro-Beijing African regimes, and the outright assassination of CSIS operatives. In one
instance reminiscent of a Hollywood movie, CSIS agents kidnapped and killed a Mossad katsa by feeding
him to crocodiles and sending footage of it to the Mossad station chief in the area. In retaliation, the
Mossad station chief drove to the CSIS headquarters in the region and personally fired rocket-propelled
grenades into the building until all CSIS personnel were dead. In response, the Chinese government
asked Jerusalem for a truce in their intelligence war.14

Mossad’s Organizational Strengths
While these examples comprise only a small sampling of some of the Mossad’s operational
achievements, they do provide an idea as to its organizational strengths and effectiveness. The Mossad’s
successes have allowed for Israel to realize a number of unlikely and surprising victories against its
enemies. The organization’s strengths derive from three factors: a low center of operational gravity,
unmatched ruthlessness, and a light operational footprint.

Carl von Clausewitz, in his piece, On War, describes a political entity as comprising a Trinitarian
makeup. The elements of a political actor’s trinity include: the political command structure, the fighting
arm of the actor in question, and the support population. Israel, unlike most countries, exhibits a
unique closeness of these elements. First, the State of Israel functions as a democracy and this allows
the entire citizenry to be included in its political decision-making. Second, as Israel’s military follows the
Swiss model, the entire population also takes part in defending itself. Last, as the dominant population
shares a common Jewish identity, the support population enjoys some homogenous solidarity.
Combined, these elements allow for Israel to demonstrate a uniquely durable center of political and
military gravity. These strengths that Israel enjoys as a nation extend to its intelligence service. In
addition to this durable center of gravity, the population also demonstrates significant diversity in terms
of ethnic and linguistic background. Such a diverse Jewish population allows for the recruitment of
individuals suited for any area of operation.

The second main factor responsible for Israel’s success comes in its ruthlessness. While many
countries undertake assassination operations using their intelligence services, Israel has no qualms
about doing so. Israel’s Jewish population has a collective memory of extreme persecution from every
corner of the globe. Culminating in the Holocaust and near-annihilation, Israel’s national mentality will
simply not tolerate any threat to the lives of its citizens. Likewise, Israel lacks strategic geographic

13
Ibid, (247).

14
Thomas, (249).
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depth. As such, any loss of life or territory becomes extremely costly and the prevention of such loss
becomes paramount to Israeli interests. These factors directly relate to Israel’s perfect willingness to
destroy those who threaten it. Mossad’s robust assassination program stems from these national
characteristics.

Last, Mossad functions effectively without an abundance of personnel. As mentioned earlier, all
Mossad personnel have a variety of functions. With every employee simultaneously being capable of
carrying out the duties of a scientist, analyst, intelligence operative, and paramilitary officer, the final
result is essentially a super spy. While these multiple functions allow for extremely capable operatives,
they also allow for Mossad to avoid massive numbers of employees. Unlike the modern American,
Russian, and Chinese services, Mossad runs as a light organization that allows it operational agility and
dexterity.

In conclusion, the Mossad serves as a very capable organization that can do considerable harm
to Israel’s enemies. The organization’s personality originates before Israel even existed, and has been
hardened through a number of strenuous and high-stake operations. Most of these operations have
been successful and have encompassed such activities as refugee smuggling, building nuclear capability,
running psychological operations, collecting human intelligence, and conducting assassinations. How
the Mossad can counter the Iranian nuclear threat to Israel will come in the second piece of this
installation.
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